Bil Steffy, Hawk
Carter Ernst, Blé Lu
Carter Ernst, Untitled (an arrangement of 8)
Cathie Kayser, Iconic
Cathie Kayser, Tresus, The Blind Psychopomp
Charles Weiße, Alzorne
Cindy Evans, Klement, Hertha (Robert Fleming Tracts)
David Medina, Disobey
David Medina, Open
Debbie Weltrum, Measured Madness
Debbie Weltrum, Memories Are Ticking By
Ed Carpenter, Light Wings
Ed Wilson, Light as a Feather – Heavy as a Freight Train
Elaine Bradford, Lean
Elizabeth Delcòria, The Sentinels
Eric Boss, Bowl of Pam Bananas
Eric Boss, Candy Dish
Hana Hillekraus, Houston Can You Hear Me?
Harold Siebert, Killer Shoe
Heidi Gerstacker, Alone Viva Pin
Heidi Gerstacker, Bottle Cap Ring
Heidi Gerstacker, Chrome Diepolda Ring
Heidi Gerstacker, Roofing Nail Ring
Heidi Gerstacker, Sun Flower Brooch
Hillbrand + Magnusen, Higher Ground
Huang Bengen, Rabbit #4
Huang Bengen, Ted, 1 of 14
Huang Bengen, Ted 11 of 12
Jan Arthur Harrell, Nail Brush – Vanity Set For The Muse
Jan Arthur Harrell, Nail Buff – Vanity Set For The Muse
Jason Muckenpass, Half Paddle 2
Jason Muckenpass, Hinged Kayak
Jason Muckenpass, Pink Kayak
Jeff Forster, Block FT13-2
Jeff Forster, Object PS-E
Jennifer McCurdy, Yoruba Vessasi
Jessica Knutten, Brick & Mortar
Jim Love, Flowers
Jim Love, It Is Difficult To Remain Optimistic
Johnathan Seliger, Golden Pavilion, Edition 1 of 5
Katie Pol, Cleanliness is next to Hot Redness
Katie Pol, Melanie Sutfin Commemorative Toaster
Ken Little, Deer Fenam
Ken Little, So
Kurt Dyrhaug, Crop Wing
Kurt Dyrhaug, Tenka Jet
Lee Littlefield, Blood Bug
Lee Littlefield, Jelly From The Dark
Lisa Ludwig, Untitled
Lisa Jimenez, Fiesta Dancer Model
Marshall R. Harris, Carcass
Mary Rogers, Compass #5 ‘Chaos Theory
Mary Rogers, Compass #6 ‘Chaos Theory
Mary Rogers, Moral Compass For The Journey
Michael Kernvargh, Black Sculpture
Page Kemper, Blue Eyed Grass – Not A True Grass
Page Kemper, Dark Dichandra
Paul Kittelson, Crescent
Piers Fonce, Battlement
Rebekah Frank, Baghuda
Robert Pratt, Ohia
Sandra Ziker, Arm Cincture – Connections
Sandra Ziker, Arm Cincture – Rays
Sandra Ziker, Petal Points Box Pin – Rays
Sandra Ziker, Woven Points – Multi-Color
Silverski, Moonwalking Crow
Terry Allen, Countreive Music
Terry Hogness, Basket Weave
Terry Hogness, Chain
Terry Hogness, Chain Basket
Thomas Perry, Guardian: Urn Warrior
Tim Garcia, Hot Rod Mustang
Troy Sloan...and the trees held in higher views